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About My Country
Nigeria in Pictures does a good job of culling information and putting it together in a clear and accessible format. It offers a cross section of topics about the
country–its land, people and places, culture, history, and
economy–and is concise in its descriptions of the country’s past, summarizing it all in a timeline at the end of
the book. The text is generally laid out well and easy
to read for its targeted audience. A feature that works
well is dotting circles of highlighted text in the corner
of a page. The circles direct students to facts that can
be quickly read. Diversity within the Nigerian culture
(ethnic groups, religion, and lifestyles) is also well communicated. My favorite feature of the book is its webenhanced bibliography that provides additional ways to
learn about the country.

more traditional life practices function today. Nigeria
is multi-layered like any country, colorful, rich, and vibrant. None of this comes across in the book. Most conspicuously absent is the second Black and African Festival of Art and Culture (FESTAC ’77). In 1977 when the
festival was held in Nigeria, large numbers of people of
African descent from all over the world gathered to celebrate their cultural heritage. Also missing is information
on textile production and processing. Waxed prints, woven cloth, and dyed cottons form an important part of
life, economically and culturally.

Based on the title, I expected to see far more pictures.
Also there seems to be a presumption of prior knowledge.
Many of the things written about are probably unfamiliar
to most American students, who would not know what
Unfortunately the positive features of the book are they look like, including the iroko tree, cocoa beans, casmarred by significant problems. Although the coun- sava, mangrove crabs, and Nok sculpture. Including intry’s history is well written, contemporary life in Nigeria teresting facts that the reader could connect with is one
seems mostly sad and impoverished. The country cer- of the ways readers could identify with the country.
tainly has a great deal of poverty, a lack of education,
Finally, the book reads like articles in a newspaper,
inadequate health care, and poor economic conditions,
a
style
that does not make it interesting, especially to
but these negative conditions need to be balanced with
its
targeted
age group. It is very much a dry textbook
positive ways that readers can connect with Nigeria. Perthat
is
unlikely
to be read outside a classroom. The book
haps there was an attempt made on this last point where
is
appropriate
for
geography and social science classes,
Hakeem Olajuwon (former National Basketball Associbut there is enough left out of the book for me to give
ation player) was listed in the famous people section,
it an advisory rating (i.e., useful if the problem areas are
but it is too little in my opinion. Where culture is spoken of it comes across as rather flat, heavy on history, avoided and gaps are supplemented with appropriate inwith little mind paid to contemporary life or how the formation).
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